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Contemporary folk music

refers to a wide variety of genres that emerged in 

the early 20th century which were associated 

with traditional folk music. Starting in the mid-20th 

century a new form of popular folk music evolved 

from traditional folk music. This process and period 

is called the (second) folk revival and reached a 

zenith in the 1960s. The most common name for 

this new form of music is also "folk music", but is 

often called "contemporary folk music" or "folk 

revival music" to make the distinction.



This type of folk music also includes 

fusion genres such as folk rock, electric 

folk, and others. While contemporary 

folk music is a genre generally distinct 

from traditional folk music, it often shares 

the same English name, performers and 

venues as traditional folk music; even 

individual songs may be a blend of the 

two.



While the Romantic nationalism of the folk 

revival had its greatest influence on art-

music, the "second folk revival" of the later 

20th century brought a new genre 

of popular music with artists marketed 

through concerts, recordings and 

broadcasting. One of the earliest figures in 

this revival was Woody Guthrie, who sang 

traditional songs in the 1930s and 1940s as 

well as composing his own. 



In the United Kingdom, the folk revival 

fostered a generation of singer-

songwriters such as Donovan, who 

achieved initial prominence in the 

1960s. The folk revival spawned 

Canada's first true wave of 

internationally successful artists such 

as Gordon Lightfoot, Leonard 

Cohen, Joni Mitchell, and Buffy 

Sainte-Marie.



Major performers who emerged from the 1940s to 

the early 1960s included Woody Guthrie, Pete 

Seeger, Joan Baez, and Bob Dylan. The mid-1960s 

through the early 1970s was associated with large 

musical, political, lifestyle, and counterculture 

changes. Folk music underwent a related rapid 

evolution, expansion and diversification at that 

same time. Major changes occurred through the 

evolution of established performers such as Bob 

Dylan, Joan Baez, Judy Collins, The Seekers, 

and Peter Paul and Mary, and also through the 

creation of new fusion genres with rock and pop. 



During this period, the term "protest music" 

was often used to characterize folk music with 

topical political themes. The Canadian 

performers Gordon Lightfoot, Leonard 

Cohen, and Joni Mitchell represented such 

fusions and enjoyed great popularity in the U.S. 

The late 1960s saw the advent of electric 

folk groups, a form of folk rock. Starting in the 

1970s folk music was fueled by new singer-

songwriters such as Joni Mitchell and John 

Denver.

https://youtu.be/tIssqxixYp0 Suzanne

Hallelujah  https://youtu.be/YrLk4vdY28Q

https://youtu.be/tIssqxixYp0
https://youtu.be/YrLk4vdY28Q


Other subgenres of folk include anti 

folk, folk punk (e.g., the Irish 

band The Pogues in the 1980s), 

indie folk, folktronica, freak folk 

and Americana and fusion genres 

such as folk metal,  progressive 

folk, psychedelic folk, and neofolk



Roger McGuinn of the Byrds, 

among the most important 

figures associated with Folk 

Rock, has often described how 

in conceiving his group’s 

sound he married his interest 

in Folk music with an 

emergent love for the Beatles. 

The result can be heard in the 

Byrds' debut of 1965. 



The first single from that recording, 

“Mr. Tambourine Man,” is a song 

written by Bob Dylan that features 

the kind of rich harmonies heard 

on the Beatles’ hits. If it was a 

formula of a kind, it was a formula 

that took the Byrds to the top of 

the charts. It spoke not just to the 

wide musical interests of the 

moment but to the latest phase in 

an emerging youth culture.

https://youtu.be/uPqAvgN6Tyw

https://youtu.be/uPqAvgN6Tyw


Before the Byrds -- and other acts associated with Folk 

Rock such as the Mamas and the Papas, Simon and 

Garfunkel, and the Turtles -- there was a popular Folk 

movement in the mid-50s that centered around 

performers like the Weavers, the Kingston Trio, and 

Harry Belafonte. 



On college campuses and in coffee houses, 

Folk music became a kind of alternative 

culture. Folk had its variants, to be sure. In 

the hands of Pete Seeger, a member of the 

Weavers, Folk music was more explicitly 

politicized than in the hands of, say, the 

Kingston Trio. Seeger was "blacklisted" for 

his efforts.



Generally speaking, however, the modern interest in Folk 

culture as a style that embraces "authenticity," removed 

from the commercial mainstream, is a recurring theme 

from the late 19th century forward. Folk Rock could be 

viewed as one moment in a longer history. But it's a 

moment that sees elements of Folk come up against and 

into the very cultural mainstream against which it was 

originally a reaction. As such, it was the kind of 

interaction that set Rock and Roll apart from much of 

popular culture's other offerings.



ESSENTIAL QUESTION

What is Folk music? To what extent 

did Folk Rock sustain the spirit of 

Folk music?



For a small but vibrant minority of young 

people in the 1950s, the creature comforts 

of the Pax Americana were not enough to 

balance out the anxieties of the era. Raised 

in the aftermath of war, haunted by the 

specter of nuclear holocaust, weighed down 

by the burden to conform, facing a rapidly 

growing emphasis on consumer culture, 

these young people felt a kind of 

alienation. 



Some of them sought refuge in subcultures 

removed from the mainstream. For some 

among these young people, Folk culture 

offered a kind of artistic, cultural, and political 

"authenticity," something seemingly more real. 

Like Punk Rock and, later, Grunge, Folk 

music offered a kind of alternative -- it was a 

place to be, a way of thinking, a community: 

all sitting outside of the mainstream but 

somehow commenting upon it.



One historian describes the interest in Folk music 

as belonging, paradoxically, to a particularly 

modern sensibility: “Folk culture is a category that 

didn't exist until there was a modern world to 

invent it… Which is to say, folk culture emerged 

as a concept when the modern world started 

shuttling forward in time and, along with the joys 

of progress, faced a growing anxiety, an anxiety 

about all that forward momentum. Folk culture 

suggested something outside of all that movement 

and industrializing, commercializing energy.



It was William Morris's fantasy of the Middle 

Ages. It was the Brothers Grimm collecting 

folk tales that had been passed along not 

through the channels of print but through oral 

transmission. In most cases, an interest in 

folk culture is, among other things, a kind of 

response to something that is going on — in 

music, it’s often a response to 

commercialization. It points to a past that 

feels, to the Folk enthusiast, more 'pure.'”



With its spare melodies and acoustic 

instrumentation, Folk music indeed 

embodied a kind of purity. It evoked a simpler 

past, a non-commercial culture. There was 

romance in the common-man rambles of Folk 

heroes like Woody Guthrie. And the simple 

musical base of Folk music meant that it was 

easy to pick up and, further, provided a 

platform for lyrics that ranged across the 

political and sociocultural landscape. It gave 

ample room for commentary, political and 

social. 



If some teens in the 1950s connected with the Rock 

and Roll of Elvis and Chuck Berry, others who 

found Folk more immediate entered a Folk scene in 

which ideas associated with everything from 

existentialism to Civil Rights were being 

contemplated, and artists like Pete Seeger were 

sharing a world view that challenged the ideas 

of the American mainstream. When Rock and Roll 

evolved in the mid-1960s, no surprise then that a 

Folk-Rock hybrid would emerge as what might be 

called the conscience music of the Hippie 

movement.



Woody Guthrie on Folk Music

“I hate a song that makes you think that you 
are not any good. I hate a song that makes you 
think that you are just born to lose. Bound to 
lose. No good to nobody. No good for nothing. 
Because you are too old or too young or too fat 
or too slim too ugly or too this or too that. 
Songs that run you down or poke fun at you on 
account of your bad luck or hard traveling. I am 
out to fight those songs to my very last breath 
of air and my last drop of blood. 



I am out to sing songs that will prove to you that this is 
your world and that if it has hit you pretty hard and 
knocked you for a dozen loops, no matter what color, 
what size you are, how you are built, I am out to sing the 
songs that make you take pride in yourself and in your 
work. And the songs that I sing are made up for the 
most part by all sorts of folks just about like you. “I could 
hire out to the other side, the big money side, and get 
several dollars every week just to quit singing my own 
kind of songs and to sing the kind that knock you down 
still farther and the ones that poke fun at you even more 
and the ones that make you think you've not any sense 
at all. 



But I decided a long time ago that 
I'd starve to death before I'd sing 
any such songs as that. The radio 
waves and your movies and your 
jukeboxes and your songbooks are 
already loaded down and running 
over with such no-good songs as 
that anyhow.” -- Woody Guthrie 



http://teachrock.org/resources/image/woody-guthrie-1943/
http://teachrock.org/resources/image/woody-guthrie-1943/


Woody Guthrie    (1912 - 1967)

Before Bruce Springsteen, before Bob Dylan, there was 

Woody Guthrie, the original Folk hero. During the 30s and 

40s, Guthrie was instrumental in elevating Folk music to a 

form of social protest and observation, and in doing so, 

inspired a generation of songwriters.

Guthrie was born into relatively fortunate circumstances; 

his father had established a successful real estate career 

in their native Oklahoma. However, by Woody's eighth 

birthday, the elder Guthrie's business collapsed, and a 

hardscrabble existence befell the Guthrie family for the 

remainder of Woody's formative years.



He was a voracious reader and had a natural 

affinity for music, and in his youth taught himself to 

play the guitar and harmonica. By the time he had 

married and started a family, the advent of the 

Dust Bowl drove him to leave his family behind to 

join many thousands of his Oklahoma compatriots 

in the great migration to California. The economic 

hardship he witnessed amongst the migrant 

workers of the Dust Bowl era inspired Guthrie's 

songwriting and soon elements of social activism 

and commentary began to dominate his work.



Guthrie ultimately established himself in New York City, 

and recorded extensively with famed folklorist Alan 

Lomax. Amongst Guthrie's notable works are songs such 

as "Pastures Of Plenty," "Talkin' Dust Bowl Blues" and the 

enduring American classic "This Land Is Your Land,"

Bob Dylan, perhaps Guthrie's most famous devotee, 

moved to New York City at age 19 in large part to seek out 

his musical hero. By the time he arrived, Guthrie was 

suffering from Huntington's Disease, and 

was hospitalized; Dylan frequently visited Guthrie in the 

hospital. Guthrie died of complications from the illness in 

1967.

https://youtu.be/wxiMrvDbq3s

https://youtu.be/wxiMrvDbq3s


http://teachrock.org/resources/image/pete-seeger-1955/
http://teachrock.org/resources/image/pete-seeger-1955/


Pete Seeger    (1919 - 2014)

Although he's never made a Rock record, Folk 

music legend Pete Seeger is nonetheless an 

important Rock influence. That's partially a result of 

his songs, which have been widely covered by 

Rock and Pop acts. But Seeger's stature is more a 

matter of his uncompromising commitment to his 

ideals, which has made him a role model for 

politically committed musicians for multiple 

generations.
Where Have All the Flowers Gone?

https://youtu.be/T1tqtvxG8O4

https://youtu.be/T1tqtvxG8O4


The Manhattan-born son of composer, 

ethnomusicologist and New Deal 

administrator Charles Louis Seeger Jr., Pete 

fell under the spell of Folk music in his 

teens, while traveling with his father and 

stepmother in the rural South. He learned 

the rudiments of five-string banjo, which 

would become his main instrument, from 

noted traditional musician Bascom Lamar 

Lunsford. 



In New York, he became involved in leftist 

politics and befriended Woody Guthrie, who 

joined Seeger's topical folk combo the 

Almanac Singers in the early 1940s. Seeger 

and ex-Almanac Singer Lee Hays 

subsequently formed the less overtly 

political Weavers, who scored a series of 

mainstream hits, including a version of 

Leadbelly's "Goodnight Irene" that topped 

the charts for 13 weeks in 1950.



Despite their more accessible approach, the 

Weavers became the victims of Red Scare 

blacklisting in 1953, with Hays and Guthrie both 

accused of having Communist Party ties. It 

caused their bookings and airplay to dry up 

virtually overnight. Two years later, in 1955, 

Seeger was subpoenaed to testify before the anti-

communist House Un-American Activities 

Committee, but refused to testify against others or 

discuss his beliefs or political associations. 



The result was a 10-year prison sentence for 

contempt of Congress, which was overturned by an 

appeals court.



Seeger was a prominent presence in the Folk revival 

of the late 50s and early 60s (for which the Weavers 

were credited as an influence), both as a mentor to 

younger artists and as a respected voice of musical 

protest in support of civil rights, labor, 

environmentalism and anti-militarism. Meanwhile, 

many songs he’d written or popularized became Folk 

standards and/or mainstream hits for other artists, 

including "Turn! Turn! Turn!" (the Byrds), "Where Have 

All the Flowers Gone?" (the Kingston Trio) and "If I 

Had a Hammer" (Peter, Paul and Mary).

https://youtu.be/wODY2jYngHY

https://youtu.be/wODY2jYngHY


A longstanding opponent of the Vietnam 

War, Seeger made headlines in September 

1967 when CBS TV executives ordered that 

his performance of the anti-war song "Waist 

Deep in the Big Muddy" on The Smothers 

Brothers Comedy Hour be cut from the 

broadcast. After considerable publicity, 

Seeger returned to perform the song on the 

show the following January.



In the decades that followed, 

Seeger continued to record and perform 

widely while remaining a tireless activist on 

behalf of a variety of causes. He maintained 

a longstanding association with the Hudson 

River Sloop Clearwater, which since 1966 

has worked successfully to reduce pollution 

in the Hudson River.
If I Had a Hammer

https://youtu.be/Rl-yszPdRTk

https://youtu.be/Rl-yszPdRTk


Bruce Springsteen paid tribute to Seeger's 

influence with the 2006 album We Shall 

Overcome: The Seeger Sessions, which 

featured 15 songs popularized by Seeger. On 

January 18, 2009, Seeger joined Springsteen 

onstage to sing Woody Guthrie's "This Land Is 

Your Land" in the finale of Barack Obama's 

inaugural concert in Washington, D.C. A longtime 

resident of New York's Hudson Valley, Seeger 

died in New York City in January, 2014, at the 

age of 94.



http://teachrock.org/resources/image/41-peter-paul-and-mary-civil-rights-march-on-washington-dc-1963/
http://teachrock.org/resources/image/41-peter-paul-and-mary-civil-rights-march-on-washington-dc-1963/


The folk trio Peter, Paul and Mary were the 

biggest stars of the 1960s Folk revival, emerging 

from coffeehouses in New York City’s Greenwich 

Village to achieve considerable commercial 

success. While that same success led some to 

dismiss them as overly smooth and lacking in Folk 

“authenticity,” it’s inarguable that the enduringly 

popular threesome – who remained a popular 

attraction for nearly half a century -- were 

instrumental in popularizing the form, and in 

exposing the songs of Bob Dylan (with whom they 

shared manager Albert Grossman) and other Folk 

icons to mainstream listeners.



https://youtu.be/Ld6fAO4idaI

https://youtu.be/Ld6fAO4idaI


Their Pop-friendly image aside, Peter Yarrow, 

Noel Paul Stookey and Mary Travers came up 

through the same Greenwich Village folk scene 

that spawned Dylan, Phil Ochs, and Dave Van 

Ronk, and didn't allow commercial considerations 

to stop them from being active on behalf of a 

variety of sociopolitical causes.

Peter, Paul and Mary was originally organized in 

1961 by Albert Grossman, who was looking to put 

together a commercially viable act with talent from 

the New York Folk community.

500 miles

https://youtu.be/ADN1lLEp3H0

https://youtu.be/ADN1lLEp3H0


The new threesome scored instant success 

with its self-titled 1962 debut album, which 

featured such popular tunes as "Lemon 

Tree," "500 Miles," and Pete Seeger's "If I 

Had a Hammer," and spent ten months 

in Billboard's Top Ten.

If I Had a Hammer

https://youtu.be/XxWTDcP9Y5E

https://youtu.be/XxWTDcP9Y5E


In 1963 — the same year that the trio reached No. 

2 on the Billboard pop chart with "Puff the Magic 

Dragon" and their version of Dylan's "Blowin' in 

the Wind" — they performed "If I Had a Hammer" 

at the historic March on Washington, the Civil 

Rights event remembered for Rev. Martin Luther 

King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech. "Blowin' in the 

Wind" was just one of many Dylan compositions 

that the trio covered during their career, and they 

are often credited for their role in popularizing his 

songs.

Puff the Magic Dragon

https://youtu.be/z15pxWUXvLY

https://youtu.be/z15pxWUXvLY


Peter, Paul and Mary continued to perform and record 

successfully through the 60s, scoring their highest-

charting hit (and only No. 1 single) in 1969 with the John 

Denver-penned "Leavin' On A Jet Plane." But the trio 

broke up the following year to pursue separate careers. 

Their solo efforts wouldn't match their collective success, 

although Yarrow would produce and co-write Mary 

MacGregor's 1977 soft-Pop smash "Torn Between Two 

Lovers, and Stookey's "The Wedding Song (There is 

Love)" — which he originally wrote for Yarrow's wedding 

— would become something of a romantic standard.

Leaving on a Jet Plane

https://youtu.be/Qc-7SnMnX78

https://youtu.be/Qc-7SnMnX78


Peter, Paul and Mary reunited in 1972 at a 

Madison Square Garden concert in support 

of George McGovern's presidential 

campaign, and again in 1978 at an anti-

nuclear-power event. They reformed on a 

more permanent basis in 1981, and 

continued to tour and record new albums 

until Mary Travers' death in 2009 following 

a long battle with leukemia.



http://teachrock.org/resources/image/592-the-byrds-in-1965/
http://teachrock.org/resources/image/592-the-byrds-in-1965/


Formed in Los Angeles in 1964, the 

Byrds are credited as the first Folk 

Rock group, pioneering a sound 

that bridged the gap between 

popular Folk acts like the Kingston 

Trio and the bands of the British 

Invasion.



The core members of the band -- Jim 

McGuinn, Gene Clark and David Crosby -

- all had roots in the Folk world, having put 

their time in playing in coffee houses with 

groups like the New Christy Minstrels and 

Les Baxter's Balladeers. As with so many 

musicians in the early 60s, it was the wake-

up call of hearing the Beatles that inspired 

the trio to contemporize their Folk sound.



The band, then called the Jet Set, added bassist 

Chris Hillman, who had been playing in 

Bluegrass bands, and drummer Michael Clarke. 

After seeing the Beatles playing similar 

instruments in the film Hard Day’s Night, 

McGuinn bought a Rickenbacker 12-string 

electric guitar, and the instrument’s jangly sound 

became a Byrds trademark. In a final nod to the 

Beatles the band changed their name to the 

Byrds – also an animal name, similarly 

misspelled.



Signed to Columbia Records, the band 

scored a No. 1 hit in 1965 with their first 

release, a reworked version of Bob Dylan’s 

then-unreleased song “Mr. Tambourine 

Man,” which they heard on a demo 

recording. The press coined the term “Folk 

Rock” to describe the band’s combination of 

layered harmonies, shimmering guitars, 

and driving beat.



The Byrds churned out five LPs between 1965 

and 1968, hitting No. 1 with the single “Turn, 

Turn, Turn.” As the 60s counterculture gained 

momentum, the sound of the band became 

increasingly psychedelic, as is evident on their 

1966 single “Eight Miles High.” The changing 

musical direction contributed to tensions in the 

band and by 1968 Clark, Crosby, and Clarke had 

all left.

Turn, Turn, Turn

https://youtu.be/W4ga_M5Zdn4

https://youtu.be/W4ga_M5Zdn4


https://youtu.be/J74ttSR8lEg

McGuinn (who changed his first name to Roger 

around this time) and Hillman invited North 

Carolina native and Country music fan Gram 

Parsons to join the band. Although he was in the 

Byrds less then a year, Parsons’ influence was 

substantial on their next album, “Sweetheart of the 

Rodeo,” which was another groundbreaking 

achievement -- the first Country Rock effort by a 

mainstream Rock band, and one that would 

influence many bands over the following decade 

and beyond.

https://youtu.be/J74ttSR8lEg


McGuinn kept some version of the Byrds 

together through multiple lineups and 

reunions until the group finally disbanded in 

1973. 



McGuinn and Gene Clark went on to solo careers; 

Crosby found great success in Crosby, Stills, Nash 

and Young, and Parsons and Hillman formed the 

influential Country Rock band the Flying Burrito 

Brothers.





Gordon Meredith Lightfoot Jr. (born November 17, 

1938) is a Canadian singer-songwriter who 

achieved international success in folk, folk-rock, 

and country music, and has been credited for 

helping define the folk-pop sound of the 1960s 

and 1970s. He has been referred to as Canada's 

greatest songwriter and internationally as a folk-

rock legend. 



Lightfoot's songs, including "For Lovin' 

Me", "Early Morning Rain", "Steel Rail 

Blues", "Ribbon of Darkness"—a number 

one hit on the U.S. country 

chart with Marty Robbins's cover in 1965—

and "Black Day in July" about the 1967 

Detroit riot, brought him international 

recognition in the 1960s. He experienced 

chart success in Canada with his own 

recordings, beginning in 1962 with the No. 

3 hit "(Remember Me) I'm the One". 



Lightfoot's recordings then made an impact 

on the international music charts as well in 

the 1970s, with songs such as "If You Could 

Read My Mind" ,his first U.S. top 10 hit 

reaching #5. "Sundown" a #1 hit, 

"Carefree Highway" which followed 

reaching #10, "Rainy Day People at #25, 

and "The Wreck of the Edmund 

Fitzgerald" No. 2 on the Hot 100. 

https://youtu.be/s8rR7E6NfY4

https://youtu.be/9vST6hVRj2A

https://youtu.be/s8rR7E6NfY4
https://youtu.be/9vST6hVRj2A


Some of Lightfoot's albums have 

achieved gold and multi-platinum status 

internationally. His songs have been recorded by 

some of the world's most renowned recording artists, 

including Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Hank Williams 

Jr., Jerry Lee Lewis, Neil Young, Bob Dylan, Judy 

Collins, Barbara Streisand, Johnny Mathis, Harry 

Belafonte, Sarah McLachlan, Eric Clapton, John 

Mellencamp, Peter, Paul and Mary, Glen 

Campbell, Nico, Olivia Newton-John,and Ultra Naté. 

https://youtu.be/v5tr_L31StI

https://youtu.be/v5tr_L31StI


Robbie Robertson of the Band described 

Lightfoot as "a national treasure". Bob Dylan, 

also a Lightfoot fan, called him one of his 

favorite songwriters and, in an often-quoted 

tribute, Dylan observed that when he heard a 

Lightfoot song he wished "it would last 

forever". Lightfoot was a featured musical 

performer at the opening ceremonies of 

the 1988 Winter Olympic Games in Calgary, 

Alberta. He received an honorary Doctor of 

Laws degree (arts) in 1979 and the Companion 

of the Order of Canada—Canada's highest 

civilian honor—in 2003.



In November 1997, Lightfoot was awarded 

the Governor General's Performing Arts Award, 

Canada's highest honor in the performing arts. On 

February 6, 2012, Lightfoot was presented with 

the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal by 

the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario. In June of 

2012 he was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of 

Fame. On June 6, 2015, Lightfoot received an 

honorary doctorate of music in his hometown of 

Orillia from Lakehead University. 

https://youtu.be/ewhM7I9gD4U

https://youtu.be/ewhM7I9gD4U




Joan Baez (born January 9, 1941) is 

an American folk singer, songwriter, musician, 

and activist whose contemporary folk music often 

includes songs of protest or social justice. Baez 

has performed publicly for over 55 years, 

releasing over 30 albums. Fluent 

in Spanish and English, she has recorded 

songs in at least six other languages. She is 

regarded as a folk singer, although her music has 

diversified since the counterculture days of the 

1960s and now encompasses everything 

from folk rock and pop to country and gospel 

music. 



Although a songwriter herself, Baez 

generally interprets other composers' work, having 

recorded songs by the Allman Brothers Band, the 

Beatles, Jackson Browne, Leonard Cohen, Woody 

Guthrie, The Rolling Stones, Pete Seeger, Paul 

Simon, Stevie Wonder, Bob Dylan and many others. 

In recent years, she has found success interpreting 

songs of modern songwriters such as Ryan 

Adams, Josh Ritter, Steve Earle and Natalie 

Merchant. Her recordings include many topical 

songs and material dealing with social issues.



She began her recording career in 1960 

and achieved immediate success. Her first 

three albums, Joan Baez, Joan Baez, Vol. 

2, and Joan Baez in Concert all 

achieved gold record status and stayed on 

the Billboard and other record album charts 

for two years. 

https://youtu.be/-4UoJ47SzjA

https://youtu.be/-4UoJ47SzjA


Songs of acclaim include "Diamonds & 

Rust" and covers of Phil Ochs's "There but 

for Fortune" and The Band's "The Night 

They Drove Old Dixie Down". She is also 

known for "Farewell, Angelina", "Love Is Just 

a Four-Letter Word", "Forever Young", "Joe 

Hill", "Sweet Sir Galahad" and "We Shall 

Overcome". 

https://youtu.be/nnS9M03F-fA

https://youtu.be/nM39QUiAsoM

https://youtu.be/nnS9M03F-fA
https://youtu.be/nM39QUiAsoM


She was one of the first major 

artists to record the songs of Bob 

Dylan in the early 1960s; Baez 

was already an internationally 

celebrated artist and did much to 

popularize his early songwriting 

efforts. Baez also performed three 

songs at the 1969 Woodstock 

Festival and has displayed a 

lifelong commitment to political 

and social activism in the fields 

of nonviolence, civil rights, human 

rights and the environment. 



Baez will be inducted into the Rock and 

Roll Hall of Fame on April 7, 2017





Roberta Joan "Joni" Mitchell, (born November 7, 

1943) is a Canadian singer-songwriter, record 

producer and painter. Rolling Stone called her 

"one of the greatest songwriters 

ever", and AllMusic has stated, "When the dust 

settles, Joni Mitchell may stand as the most 

important and influential female recording artist of 

the late 20th century".

Drawing from folk, pop, rock and jazz, Mitchell's 

songs often reflect social and environmental ideals 

as well as her feelings about romance, confusion, 

disillusionment and joy.



Mitchell began singing in small nightclubs 

in Saskatchewan and western Canada 

before busking (playing in public for 

donations) in the streets and shoddy 

nightclubs of Toronto. In 1965, she moved 

to the United States and began touring. 

Some of her original songs ("Urge for 

Going", "Chelsea Morning", "Both Sides, 

Now", "The Circle Game") were covered 

by folk singers, allowing her to sign with 

Reprise Records and record her debut 

album in 1968.



Settling in Southern California, Mitchell, with 

popular songs like "Big Yellow Taxi" and 

"Woodstock", helped define an era and a 

generation. Her 1971 recording Blue was rated 

the 30th best album ever made in Rolling Stone's 

list of the "500 Greatest Albums of All 

Time". Mitchell switched labels and began 

moving toward jazz rhythms by way of 

lush pop textures on 1974's Court and Spark, her 

best-selling LP, featuring the radio hits "Help Me" 

and "Free Man in Paris".

https://youtu.be/GFB-d-8_bvY

https://youtu.be/GFB-d-8_bvY


Her wide-ranging contralto vocals and 

distinctive open-tuned guitar and piano 

compositions grew more harmonically and 

rhythmically complex as she explored jazz, melding 

it with influences of rock and roll, R&B, classical 

music, and non-western beats. In the late 1970s, 

she began working closely with noted jazz 

musicians, among them Jaco Pastorius, Wayne 

Shorter, Herbie Hancock, Pat Metheny, 

and Charles Mingus, who asked her to collaborate 

on his final recordings. She turned again toward 

pop, embraced electronic music, and engaged in 

political protest.



She is the sole producer credited on 

most of her albums, including all her 

work in the 1970s. A blunt critic of 

the music industry, she quit touring 

and released her 17th, and reportedly 

last, album of original songs in 2007.



With roots in visual art, Mitchell designed her own 

album covers. She describes herself as a "painter 

derailed by circumstance".





Simon & Garfunkel were an American folk rock duo 

consisting of singer-songwriter Paul Simon and 

singer Art Garfunkel. They were one of the most 

popular recording artists of the 1960s and 

became counterculture icons of the decade's social 

revolution, alongside artists such as the Beatles, the 

Beach Boys, and Bob Dylan. Their biggest hits—

including "The Sound of Silence" (1964), "Mrs. 

Robinson" (1968), Bridge over Troubled Water" 

(1969), and "The Boxer" (1969)—reached number 

one on singles charts worldwide. 

https://youtu.be/l3LFML_pxlY

https://youtu.be/l3LFML_pxlY


Their often rocky relationship led to artistic 

disagreements, which resulted in their breakup in 

1970. Their final studio record, Bridge over 

Troubled Water (released in January of that year), 

was their most successful, becoming one of the 

world's best-selling albums. Since their split in 

1970 they have reunited several times, most 

famously in 1981 for the "The Concert in Central 

Park", which attracted more than 500,000 people, 

the seventh-largest concert attendance in history. 

https://youtu.be/H_a46WJ1viA

https://youtu.be/H_a46WJ1viA


The duo met as children in Queens, New York, 

in 1953, where they learned to harmonize 

together and began writing original material. By 

1957, under the name Tom & Jerry, the 

teenagers had their first minor success with 

"Hey Schoolgirl", a song imitating their idols The 

Everly Brothers. Afterwards, the duo went their 

separate ways, with Simon making unsuccessful 

solo records. In 1963, aware of a growing public 

interest in folk music, they regrouped and were 

signed to Columbia Records as Simon & 

Garfunkel. 



Their début, Wednesday Morning, 3 A.M., sold 

poorly, and they once again disbanded; Simon 

returned to a solo career, this time in England. In 

June 1965, their song "The Sound of Silence" was 

overdubbed, adding electric guitar and a drumkit 

to the original 1964 recording. This later version 

became a major U.S. AM radio hit in 1965, reaching 

number one on the Billboard Hot 100. Simon & 

Garfunkel reunited, releasing their second studio 

album Sounds of Silence and touring colleges 

nationwide. On their third release, Parsley, Sage, 

Rosemary and Thyme (1966), the duo assumed 

more creative control. 



Their music was featured in the 1967 film The 

Graduate, giving them further exposure. 

Bookends (1968), their next album, topped 

the Billboard 200 chart and included the number-one 

single "Mrs. Robinson" from the film. After their 1970 

breakup following the release of Bridge over 

Troubled Water, they both continued recording, 

Simon releasing a number of highly acclaimed 

albums, including 1986's Graceland. Garfunkel also 

briefly pursued an acting career, with leading roles in 

two Mike Nichols films, Catch-22 and Carnal 

Knowledge, as well as releasing some solo hits such 

as "All I Know".



Simon & Garfunkel were described by critic 

Richie Unterberger as "the most 

successful folk-rock duo of the 1960s" 

and one of the most popular artists from the 

decade in general. They won 10 Grammy 

Awards and were inducted into the Rock 

and Roll Hall of Fame in 1990. Their Bridge 

over Troubled Water album was nominated 

at the 1977 Brit Awards for Best International 

Album and is ranked at number 51 

on Rolling Stone's 500 Greatest Albums of 

All Time.



Early years (1953–56)

Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel grew up in the 

1940s and 1950s in the predominantly Jewish 

neighborhood of Forest Hills in Queens, New 

York, just three blocks away from one another, 

and attended the same schools, Public School 

164 in Flushing, Parsons Junior High School, 

and Forest Hills High School. Individually, when 

still young, they developed a fascination with 

music; both listened to the radio and were taken 

with rock and roll as it emerged, particularly the 

Everly Brothers.



When Simon first noticed Garfunkel, he was 

singing in a fourth grade talent show, and Simon 

thought that was a good way to attract girls; he 

hoped for a friendship which eventually started in 

1953 when they were in the sixth grade and 

appeared on stage together in a school play 

adaptation of Alice in Wonderland. That first 

stage appearance was followed by the duo forming 

a street-corner doo-wop group, the Peptones, with 

three other friends, and learning to harmonize 

together. They began performing for the first time 

as a duo at school dances. 



They moved to Forest Hills High School in 

1955, where, in 1956, they wrote their first song, 

"The Girl for Me"; Simon's father sent a 

handwritten copy to the Library of Congress to 

register a copyright. While trying to remember the 

lyrics to the Everly's song "Hey Doll Baby", they 

created their own song, "Hey Schoolgirl", which 

they recorded themselves for $25 at Sanders 

Recording Studio in Manhattan. While recording 

they were overheard by a promoter, Sid Prosen, 

who – after speaking to their parents – signed 

them to his independent label Big Records. 



From Tom & Jerry to Simon & Garfunkel and First 

Album (1957–64) 

While still aged 15, Simon & Garfunkel now had a recording 

contract with Sid Prosen's independent label Big Records. 

Using the name Tom & Jerry (Garfunkel naming himself 

Tom Graph, a reference to his interest in mathematics, and 

Simon naming himself Jerry Landis after the surname of 

Sue Landis, a girl he had dated), the single "Hey Schoolgirl" 

was released, with the B-side "Dancin' Wild", in 1957. 

Prosen, using the payola system, bribed Alan Freed $200 

to get the single played on his radio show, where it became 

a nightly staple. "Hey Schoolgirl" attracted regular rotation 

on nationwide AM pop stations, leading it to sell over 

100,000 copies and to land on Billboard's charts at number 

49.



Prosen promoted the group heavily, getting 

them a spot on Dick Clark's American 

Bandstand (headlining alongside Jerry Lee 

Lewis). The duo shared approximately 

$4,000 from the song – earning two percent 

each from royalties, the rest staying with 

Prosen. They released three more singles 

on Big Records: "Our Song", "That's My 

Story", and "Don't Say Goodbye", none of 

them successful. 



After graduating from Forest Hills High School in 

1958, they were still exploring the possibilities of a 

music career, though continued their education as 

a backup; Simon studying English at Queens 

College, City University of New York, Garfunkel 

studying first architecture, then switching to art 

history at Columbia College, Columbia 

University. While still with Big Records as a duo, 

Simon released a solo single, "True or False", 

under the name "True Taylor". This recording 

upset Garfunkel, who regarded it as a betrayal; the 

emotional tension from that incident occasionally 

surfacing throughout their relationship.



Their last recording with Big Records was a cover of a Jan 

and Dean single, "Baby Talk", but the company became 

bankrupt soon after release; the track was reissued on Bell 

Records, but failed to sell, so Tom & Jerry was 

dissolved. Both, however, continued recording, albeit as 

solo artists: Garfunkel composing and recording "Private 

World" for Octavia Records, and - under the name Artie 

Garr - "Beat Love" for Warwick; Simon recorded with The 

Mystics, and Tico & The Triumphs, and wrote and recorded 

under the names Jerry Landis and Paul Kane. Simon also 

wrote and performed demos for other artists, working for a 

while with Carole King and Gerry Goffin. 



After graduating in 1963, Simon joined Garfunkel, 

who was still at Columbia, to perform together 

again as a duo, this time with a shared interest in 

folk music. Simon enrolled part-time in Brooklyn 

Law School, By late 1963, billing themselves as 

"Kane & Garr", they performed at Gerde's Folk 

City, a Greenwich club that hosted Monday 

night open mic performances. The duo performed 

three new songs — "Sparrow", "He Was My 

Brother", and "The Sound of Silence" — and got 

the attention of Columbia producer Tom Wilson, 

who worked with Bob Dylan.



As a "star producer" for the label, Wilson 

wanted to record "He Was My Brother" with a 

new British act named the Pilgrims. Simon 

convinced Wilson to let him and his partner 

have a studio audition, and they performed 

"The Sound of Silence". House engineer Roy 

Halee recorded the audition, and at Wilson's 

urging, Columbia signed the duo. 

https://youtu.be/4zLfCnGVeL4

https://youtu.be/u9Dg-g7t2l4

https://youtu.be/4zLfCnGVeL4
https://youtu.be/u9Dg-g7t2l4


Their debut studio album, Wednesday Morning, 3 

A.M., was recorded over three daytime sessions in 

March 1964 and released in October. The album 

contains four original Simon compositions, with the 

remainder consisting of three traditional folk songs 

and five folk-influenced singer-songwriter 

numbers. Simon was adamant that they would no 

longer use stage names, and they adopted the name 

Simon & Garfunkel. Columbia set up a promotional 

showcase at Folk City on March 31, 1964, the duo's 

first public concert as Simon & Garfunkel. The 

showcase, as well as other scheduled performances, 

did not go well. 



Mainstream breakthrough and success (1965–66)

By January 1966, "The Sound of Silence" topped the Hot 

100, selling over one million copies. Simon reunited with 

Garfunkel that winter in New York, leaving Chitty and his 

friends in England behind. CBS demanded a new album 

from the duo, to be called Sounds of Silence to ride the 

wave of the hit. Recorded in three weeks, and mainly 

consisting of re-recorded songs from The Paul Simon 

Songbook, plus four new tracks, Sounds of Silence was 

rush-released onto the market in mid-January 1966, 

peaking at number 21 Billboard Top LPs chart. A week 

later, "Homeward Bound" was released as a single, 

entering the USA top ten, followed by "I Am a Rock" 

peaking at number three.



The duo supported the recordings with a 

nationwide tour of America, while CBS 

continued their promotion by re-

releasing Wednesday Morning, 3 A.M., 

which promptly charted at number 

30. Despite the commercial and popular 

success, the duo received critical derision, 

as many considered them a manufactured 

imitation of folk. 



As they considered their previous effort a "rush job" 

to capitalize on their sudden success, the duo 

spent more time crafting the follow-up. It was the 

first time Simon insisted on total control in aspects 

of recording. Work began in 1966 and took nine 

months. Garfunkel considered the recording of 

"Scarborough Fair" to be the point at which they 

stepped into the role of producer, as they were 

constantly beside engineer Roy Halee mixing the 

track. Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme was 

issued in October 1966, following the release of 

several singles and receiving sold-out college 

campus shows. https://youtu.be/qdz8m_PImwI

https://youtu.be/qdz8m_PImwI


The duo resumed their trek on the college 

circuit eleven days following the release, 

crafting an image that was described as 

"alienated", "weird", and “poetic”. 

Manager Mort Lewis also was responsible 

for this public perception, as he withheld 

them from television appearances (unless 

they were allowed to play an uninterrupted 

set or choose the set list).



Simon, then 26, felt he had finally "made it" 

into an upper echelon of rock and roll, while 

most importantly retaining artistic integrity 

("making him spiritually closer to Bob 

Dylan than to, say, Bobby Darin", wrote 

biographer Marc Eliot). The duo 

chose William Morris as their booking 

agency after a recommendation from Wally 

Amos, a mutual friend through their producer 

Tom Wilson. 



During the sessions for Parsley, the duo cut "A 

Hazy Shade of Winter"; it was released as a 

single, peaking at number 13 on the national 

charts. Similarly, they recorded "At the Zoo" for 

single release in early 1967 (it charted lower, at 

number 16). Simon began work for their next 

album around this time, noting to a writer at High 

Fidelity that "I'm not interested in singles 

anymore".

https://youtu.be/bnZdlhUDEJo

https://youtu.be/8cNeXWpTVlo

https://youtu.be/bnZdlhUDEJo
https://youtu.be/8cNeXWpTVlo


He had hit a dry spell in his writing, which led 

to no Simon & Garfunkel album on the 

horizon for 1967. Artists at the time were 

expected to release two, perhaps three 

albums each year and the lack of 

productivity from the duo worried executives 

at Columbia Records.



Amid concerns for Simon's idleness, Columbia 

Records chairman Clive Davis arranged for up-and-

coming record producer John Simon to kick-start 

the recording. Simon was distrustful of "suits" at the 

label; on one occasion, he and Garfunkel brought a 

tape recorder into a meeting with Davis, who was 

giving a "fatherly talk" on speeding up production, in 

order to laugh at it later. The rare television 

appearances at this time saw the duo performing 

on such diverse network broadcasts as the Ed 

Sullivan, Mike Douglas and Andy Williams shows in 

1966 and twice on The Smothers Brothers 

Comedy Hour in 1967.



Meanwhile, director Mike Nichols, then filming The 

Graduate, had become fascinated with the duo's 

past two efforts, listening to them nonstop before 

and after filming. After two weeks of this 

obsession, he met with Clive Davis to ask for 

permission to license Simon & Garfunkel music for 

his film. Davis viewed it as a perfect fit and 

envisioned a best-selling soundtrack 

album. Simon was not as immediately receptive, 

viewing movies akin to "selling out", creating a 

damper on his artistic integrity.

https://youtu.be/8wpsKzL688g

https://youtu.be/8wpsKzL688g


However, after meeting Nichols and becoming 

impressed by his wit and the script, he agreed to 

write at least one or two new songs for the 

film. Leonard Hirshan, a powerful agent at William 

Morris, negotiated a deal that paid Simon $25,000 

to submit three songs to Nichols and 

producer Lawrence Turman. Several weeks later, 

Simon re-emerged with two new tracks, "Punky's 

Dilemma" and "Overs", neither of which Nichols 

was particularly taken with. The duo offered 

another new song, which later became "Mrs. 

Robinson", that was not as developed. Nichols 

loved it. 



Studio time and low profile (1967–68)

The duo's fourth studio album, Bookends, was 

recorded in fits and starts over various periods 

from late 1966 to early 1968. The duo were 

signed under an older contract that specified the 

label pay for sessions, and Simon & Garfunkel 

took advantage of this indulgence, 

hiring viola and brass players, as well 

as percussionists. The record's brevity reflects its 

concise and perfectionist production.



The team spent over 50 studio hours recording 

"Punky's Dilemma", for example, and re-recorded 

vocal parts, sometimes note by note, until they 

were satisfied. Garfunkel's songs and voice took 

a lead role on some of the songs, and the 

harmonies for which the duo was known gradually 

disappeared. For Simon, Bookends represented 

the end of the collaboration and became an early 

indicator of his intentions to go solo. Although the 

album had been planned long in advance, work 

did not begin in earnest until the late months of 

1967. 



The duo performed at the Monterey Pop 

Festival, which signaled the beginning of 

the Summer of Love on the West Coast. "Fakin' 

It" was issued as a single that summer and found 

only modest success on AM radio; the duo were 

much more focused on the rising FM format, 

which played album cuts and treated their music 

with respect. In January 1968, the duo appeared 

on a Kraft Music Hall special, Three for Tonight, 

performing ten songs largely culled from their 

third album. Bookends was released by 

Columbia Records in April 1968. 



In an historical context, this was just 24 hours 

before the assassination of Civil Rights 

Movement activist Martin Luther King, Jr., 

which spurred nationwide outrage and 

riots. The album debuted on the Billboard Top 

LPs in the issue dated April 27, 1968, climbing 

to number one and staying at that position for 

seven non-consecutive weeks; it remained on 

the chart as a whole for 66 weeks.



Bookends received such heavy orders weeks in 

advance of its release that Columbia was able to 

apply for award certification before copies left 

the warehouse, a fact it touted in magazine ads. 

The record became the duo's best-selling album 

to date: it fed off the buzz created by the release 

of The Graduate soundtrack album ten weeks 

earlier, creating an initial combined sales figure of 

over five million units. 



Davis had predicted this fact, and suggested 

raising the list price of Bookends by one dollar to 

$5.79, above the then standard retail price, to 

compensate for including a large poster 

included in vinyl copies. Simon instead scoffed 

and viewed it as charging a premium on "what 

was sure to be that year's best-selling Columbia 

album". According to biographer Marc Eliot, 

Davis was "offended by what he perceived as 

their lack of gratitude for what he believed was 

his role in turning them into superstars".

https://youtu.be/7z9wd9bS1FM

https://youtu.be/7z9wd9bS1FM




Rather than implement Davis' price 

increase plan, Simon & Garfunkel signed a 

contract extension with Columbia that 

guaranteed them a higher royalty 

rate. Lead single "Mrs. Robinson" became, 

at the 1969 Grammy Awards the first rock 

and roll song to receive Record of the 

Year; it was also awarded Best 

Contemporary Pop Performance by a 

Duo or Group. 



The British Invasion of the mid-1960s helped bring 

an end to the mainstream popularity of American 

folk music as a wave of British bands overwhelmed 

most of the American music scene, including folk. 

Ironically, the roots of the British Invasion were in 

American folk, specifically a variant known 

as skiffle as popularized by Lonnie Donegan; 

however, most of the British Invasion bands had 

been extensively influenced by rock and roll by the 

time their music had reached the United States and 

bore little resemblance to its folk origins.



"Crossover" hits ("folk songs" that became rock-

music-scene staples) happened now and again. 

One well-known example is the song "Hey Joe", 

copyrighted by folk artist Billy Roberts, and 

recorded by rock singer/guitarist Jimi Hendrix just 

as he was about to burst into stardom in 1967. The 

anthem "Woodstock," which was written and first 

sung by Joni Mitchell while her records were still 

nearly entirely acoustic and while she was labeled 

a "folk singer", became a hit single for Crosby, 

Stills, Nash & Young when the group recorded a 

full-on rock version.


